Abstract-Automatic speech recognition (ASR) in reverberant environments is a challenging task. Most dereverberation techniques address this problem through signal processing and enhances the reverberant waveform independent from the speech recognizer. In this paper, we propose a novel scheme to perform dereverberation in relation with the likelihood of the back-end ASR system. Our proposed approach effectively selects the dereverberation parameters, in the form of multiband scale factors, so that they improve the likelihood of the acoustic model. Then, the acoustic model is retrained using the optimal parameters. During the recognition phase, we implement additional optimization of the parameters. By using Gaussian mixture model (GMM), the process for selecting the scale factors become efficient. Moreover, we remove the dependency of the adopted dereverberation technique on the room impulse response (RIR) measurement, by using an artificial RIR generator and selecting based on the acoustic likelihood. Experimental results show significant improvement in recognition performance with the proposed method over the conventional approach.
I. INTRODUCTION

R
EVERBERATION is a phenomenon that biases the speech signal due to reflections. The effect of reverberation drastically degrades the performance of the automatic speech recognition (ASR). Dereverberation technique is often employed as a speech enhancement tool to minimize the smearing effects prior to acoustic model training or input to ASR. Dereverberation techniques vary in different approaches. A technique based on inverse filtering [1] , [2] performs deconvolution of the reverberant signal with an inverse filter. This can be done with the assumption that the room impulse response (RIR) is available. However, RIR measurement for every room is not practical for ASR applications. RIR also varies accordingly with the change in room conditions, such as speaker movement and location. A more sophisticated extension of inverse filtering is the use of the subspace method [3] , Manuscript received November 13, 2009 ; revised February 26, 2010 ; accepted May 21, 2010 . Date of current version August 13, 2010 . The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Dr. Tomohiro Nakatani.
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Digital Object Identifier 10.1109/TASL.2010.2052610 [4] which estimates the inverse filter for blind deconvolution independent of the source characteristics. Another interesting approach is based on probabilistic model of the speech source. The time-varying characteristics of the speech signal is incorporated in the derevereberation formulation, and optimization criterion is defined based on the probabilistic model of time-varying short-term speech characteristics. An example of the approach is a variational speech enhancement [5] which transforms the dereverberation problem into Bayes-optimal signal estimation. The speech signal is reconstructed by estimating the speech model parameters and filter coefficients through an expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm using a large database of clean speech. Another interesting method involving the probabilistic model formulation is proposed in [6] , where dereverberation is formulated as a maximum-likelihood problem using a hill-climbing method and the speech signal is recovered by transforming the observed reverberant signal into one that is probabilistically more like non-reverberant speech. The method can be fine-tuned using hidden Markov model (HMM) [7] .
We have also previously presented a dereverberation approach based on multiband spectral subtraction [8] - [10] which was implemented so that the scaling factors are optimized based on minimum mean square error (MMSE) criterion to effectively remove the late reflection components. A similar approach is proposed in [11] , which uses a multistep linear prediction in estimating the late reflection.
These approaches work well in enhancing the reverberant signal in the waveform level. While the perceptual quality is improved together with the signal-to-noise ratio, the optimization used in these dereverberation approaches have no direct relation to the ASR system. The main objective of this paper is to develop an effective way of optimizing dereverberation so that it is inclined to improving the performance of the speech recognizer, while using spectral subtraction as the dereverberation framework. This kind of approach, where front-end speech processing is optimized for speech recognition is shown to be effective with promising results in microphone array applications [12] , [13] and in vocal tract length normalization (VTLN) [14] - [16] .
The proposed approach is embodied with four steps. First, we introduce a supervised optimization of the dereverberation parameters based on the likelihood of the speech recognizer instead of using MMSE [8] - [10] . Since this is done offline with the training data readily available, supervised optimization will result in a better performance. Second, we apply the optimized dereverberation parameters in the acoustic model training phase. Third, we implement an unsupervised optimization of the dereverberation parameters during the speech recognition phase. Gaussian mixture model (GMM) is employed for fast decoding of utterances without transcription for each choice of the parameters. This will further minimize the mismatch between training and testing conditions. Moreover, an RIR generator is employed in order to estimate the reverberation time of the room based on the likelihood criterion. This removes the dependence on the RIR measurement which is required in many conventional methods [1] , [2] , [8] - [10] .
We evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed approach using real reverberant data together with artificially-generated reverberant data. The organization of the paper is as follows. In Section II, we show an overview of the multiband spectral subtraction, which is adopted in this paper as the dereverberation scheme. In Section III, we present the optimization of the dereverberation parameters based on the acoustic likelihood, followed by the optimization during decoding in Section IV. In Section V, we discuss the method of approximating RIR, followed by the experimental evaluation in Section VI. We will conclude this paper in Section VII.
II. DEREVERBERATION BASED ON SPECTRAL SUBTRACTION
In this section, we introduce the principle of the dereverberation approach we intend to optimize. First, the spectral subtraction commonly used in denoising is introduced. Then, we discuss its extension to the multiband dereverberation based on MMSE.
A. Spectral Subtraction
Spectral subtraction (SS) was originally used as a noise suppression technique introduced in seminal works [17] . Several methods have been proposed and reported to be effective in many applications [18] - [20] . Here, we will present the simplest form of spectral subtraction based on a single band. The noisy signal can be modeled as (1) where is the clean speech signal corrupted by an additive noise at sample index . In a real scenario, we have access to this noisy observation . From this, we can estimate for the additive noise and for . The power spectra of and are estimated on a frame-by-frame basis using short-term Fourier transform. The frequency domain representation of is and its power spectrum is , where denotes frequency, as period, and as the phase. Considering (1), and assuming that the signal and noise are uncorrelated, the power spectrum of the noisy signal can be written as (2) where and are, respectively, the power spectra of and . Then, the estimate of the power spectrum of through spectral subtraction is
Because of the estimation error, for some values of and , the noise power spectrum estimate may be larger than the power spectrum of the true noise, resulting in a negative estimate . For this reason, is obtained by taking the inverse short-term Fourier transform from the following if otherwise where , the flooring parameter is used to correct the negative values of . Note that the phase is derived from the noisy signal.
B. Spectral Subtraction for Dereverberation
The spectra of the reverberant signal is given as (4) where , , and are the frequency components of the reverberant signal, clean speech signal and the RIR, respectively. The reverberation effect can be decomposed into early and late reflections. The early reflection is due to the direct signal and some reflections that occur at earlier time and can be treated as short-period noise. The late reflection, whose effect spans over frames can be treated as long-period noise. The RIR can be expressed with early and late components as follows:
otherwise (5) otherwise (6) where denotes the time sample. Equations (5) and (6) characterize both the short and long-period effects of the reverberant signal. We denote the STFT of the reverberant signal, clean speech signal, and RIR as , , and , respectively. Based on (4), the reverberant speech model expressed in terms of early and late reflections is approximated as (7) where is the RIR effect to the speech signal due to . We denote this as early reflection . The second term referred to as the late reflection can be viewed as smearing of the clean speech by which corresponds to the frame-shift effect of the RIR due to . is the number of frames over which the reverberation (smearing) has an effect. The early reflection is mostly addressed through cepstral mean normalization (CMN) in the ASR system as it falls within the frame. In the spectral subtraction-based dereverberation, we are only interested in suppressing the effect of the late reflection. Theoretically, we can formulate to remove the entire reverberation effect, but robustness to the microphone-speaker location cannot be achieved since the early components have high energy and is dependent on the distance between the microphone and the speaker, as explained in [8] , [9] . Thus, for recovering the early reflection through spectral subtraction, we have (8), shown at the bottom of the page. Here, and are the power spectra of the reverberant signal and its late reflection respectively. Since the correlation of the speech signal decays over time, we can make the uncorrelated assumption for and as in (2) [21] . After performing spectral subtraction given in (8), we employ CMN to address the effects of early reflection.
C. Late Reflection Estimation
We note that estimating the late reflection requires the clean speech information as shown in the second term of (7). However, we do not have access to the clean speech in the actual scenario. Thus, we devise a scheme [8] , [9] , in a form of offline training, to approximate the late reflection using the reverberant speech as shown in Fig. 1 . As we have access to the clean speech in the training database, and are then generated by convolving with the RIR and its late components , respectively. Next, the corresponding power spectral components and are calculated. For a given set of bands , the coefficients are determined by minimizing the mean squared error (MMSE) in each band (9) where is the expectation operator. The minimization of error is more effective by introducing multiple bands which give a finer treatment. Once the optimal is found, we can substitute with and rewrite (8) into multiband spectral subtraction, as shown in (10) at the bottom of the page, where is the flooring coefficient. In this work, we set . This process is referred to as MMSE-based spectral subtraction. The boundary of , which is defined by and , was identified experimentally in our previous work [8] , [9] .
III. OPTIMIZATION OF DEREVERBERATION PARAMETERS
FOR ACOUSTIC MODEL TRAINING The conventional approach adopts the MMSE criterion in deriving the scale parameters for bands , which is subsequently used to process the reverberant signal prior to acoustic model training. We present two methods that optimize the dereverberation parameters jointly with acoustic model training. This principle is also applied during actual speech recognition which will be discussed in Section IV. Embedding the optimization process of the multiband scale factors in acoustic model training is not straightforward. Consider a single-band optimization given as where is unknown model parameters, is the single-band scale factor, and is the word sequence. is the th training utterance processed by using the scale factor. The optimization of has to be carried out separately for each of the training utterance over the unknown model parameter , which is a difficult problem. The optimization problem is further complicated when expanded from a single band to multiple bands where each of the multiband scaling factors is to be optimized for each training utterances.
In this section, we present an alternative implementation of the optimization criterion in (11) and expand it to the multiband optimization. Prior to the proposed optimization, the reverberant data is processed with MMSE-based spectral subtraction (9) and a baseline acoustic model is trained with all the training utterances. We denote the observation data as which means that it is processed by the conventional MMSE-based multiband spectral subtraction, then a model can be estimated using them: (12) is used in the optimization process discussed in the following subsections.
A. Batch Optimization Method
The proposed batch optimization of the multiband spectral subtraction is shown in Fig. 2 . Initially, all the bands are set through the MMSE criterion . Then, the particular band scale factor to be optimized is allowed to vary within a close neighborhood , where and as the step size. The general expression of generating the sets of coefficients for the th optimal scale factor in the batch optimization is given as (13) , shown at the bottom of the page.
In (13), we opt to optimize each band independently, so only the band of interest is allowed to vary while the rest of the bands are kept to their respective MMSE values. Thus, we generate different sets of coefficients denoted by for every band . Spectral subtraction is executed using the sets of generated coefficients. The resulting data are evaluated using the baseline acoustic model which is trained with data processed with the MMSE-based scaling factors, denoted as . Then, the optimal scaling factor that gives the maximum likelihood is selected: (14) The whole process from spectral subtraction to likelihood evaluation is applied to all bands independently . After all of the bands are optimized, the set of optimal spectral subtraction coefficients is used to process the reverberant data and retrain the acoustic model:
Note that is searched for every training utterance .
(13)
B. Incremental Optimization Method
We extend the batch optimization method. The additional process introduced is shown in dashed lines in Fig. 2 . Right after the optimal coefficient of band 1 is found, the acoustic model is re-estimated using the updated spectral subtraction parameters. The general expression of generating the sets of candidate scale factors when optimizing the th band scale parameter is also updated as shown in (15) at the bottom of the page, and the optimal scaling factor at the particular band that results in maximum likelihood is selected Then, the utterances are processed with the updated scale factors expressed as (16) shown at the bottom of the page. The newly re-estimated model (17) is then used in the likelihood evaluation block for band , and this process is iterated until the th band.
is the th re-estimated model trained using the utterances which is processed with the updated scale factors given in (16) . The final model training is done as below and is the th retrained model in (17) . This approach, referred to as incremental optimization method, has the same principle with the batch method, except for the incremental updates of the HMM parameter in every band. In the batch method, we fixed throughout all bands. The incremental re-estimation allows us to treat each band interdependently in a sequential manner as opposed to the batch optimization method where each band is treated independently.
IV. FAST MULTIBAND SCALE FACTOR SELECTION DURING DECODING
To compensate for the mismatch in the reverberant condition between training and testing, we implement additional optimization during speech recognition. After the training in Section III, a GMM denoted as with 64 components is trained using the dereverberated data processed with the optimal scaling factors . This is a text-independent model which only captures the statistical information pertaining to the optimized multiband dereverberation parameters. A similar approach is reported in rapid speaker selection [25] , [26] and also in VTLN training [16] .
It is important that the optimization procedure in the decoding phase should be fast in order to execute real-time recognition. Fig. 3(a) shows the block diagram of the optimization technique, where the actual reverberant test data are processed with the multiband spectral subtraction. After the silence parts (low-energy segments) are removed, the utterance is fully evaluated with GMM for each choice of the scale factor. Subsequently, the scale factor that leads to the best likelihood is selected. We note that since a very simple model is used as opposed to HMM, the decoding is fast and efficient. In Fig. 3(b) , we show the overall block diagram of the whole process from the scale parameter selection to the final ASR. In this figure, it is apparent that GMM is only used in the optimization process while HMM is used in the ASR.
V. AUTOMATIC ESTIMATION OF REVERBERATION TIME
A number of dereverberation approaches rely on a readily available RIR measurement [1] , [2] . An effective technique in measuring RIR is described in [22] . However, it is impractical to measure RIR for every room where the ASR system is deployed. In this section, we address the technique of modeling (15) (16) the transmission in a reverberant room using an exponential decaying shape as introduced in [23] . Furthermore, we discuss the extension of this method to better fit our application.
Each phone HMM represents a short speech segment with a duration of 30-100 ms. Each state captures information about a distribution of spectral parameters. With this perspective, the HMMs' description of speech is of low resolution, compared to the RIR, with respect to time and frequency. Thus, for ASR applications, it may be sufficient to use an approximate RIR instead of the accurate RIR [23] . Existing studies suggest that ideally, the multiple reflections of sound can be described by a decaying acoustical energy, and the decay is best modeled by an exponential function [24] . Thus, the energy of the RIR is given as (18) where is the discrete time sample, and is the reverberation time with a value ranging between 0.2-0.4 s. for smaller rooms and 0.4-0.8 s. for larger rooms [23] .
To effectively identify , we design a GMM-based classifier as shown in Fig. 4(a) . Reverberant speech data are synthetically generated with variable values to train GMMs . We use a large-mixture GMM (i.e., 256 mix.) to better capture the RIR characteristics. Fig. 4(b) shows the actual identification of where the likelihood is calculated using the reverberant speech given all of the GMMs with different . The corresponding that results in the highest likelihood score is selected and from this, the RIR is estimated using (18) .
In this paper, we experimentally set the step size of to 30 ms covering from 100 ms to 1 s. Another approach in estimation is presented in [23] where initial estimate is allowed to vary at a certain step size and a maximum-likelihood search is conducted with the recognized HMM sequence. We compared the proposed method with [23] and found both achieve comparable performance in estimation. The difference between our method and [23] is that, we use a simple GMM classifier to capture the characteristics of while the latter is based on the realignment of HMMs.
The order of the system processes from training to testing is summarized as follows: prior to training, reverberation time is estimated as discussed above, to generate the reverberant training data. Then, optimized dereverberation is implemented as described in Section III, which is followed by acoustic model training. During testing, the multiband scale factor is used for the test data as introduced in Section IV. When the system is used in the same room, where room acoustic does not vary much, robustness to mismatch between training and testing is achieved through the multiband scale factor selection (see Section IV) without the need of model retraining. In case where room acoustics vary severely (i.e., different ), we perform a model retraining (see Section III) to generate a matched acoustic model.
VI. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
A. Training and Testing Data
For evaluation of the proposed method, we used the Japanese Newspaper Article Sentence (JNAS) corpus. The training database is composed of 100 male and female speakers with a total of approximately 60 hours of speech. The test set is composed 25 male and 25 female speakers. Four utterances are taken from each speaker. Thus, a total of 200 test utterances taken outside of the training database is used in testing. Recognition experiments are carried out on the Japanese newspaper dictation task with a 20 K vocabulary. The language model is a standard word trigram model. The acoustic model is a phonetically tied mixture (PTM) HMMs with 8256 Gaussians in total. A summary of the system specification is shown in Table I . We experimented using two reverberant conditions: ms. and ms. Reverberant training data were prepared by convolving the clean database with the measured and estimated RIRs. The latter is explained in the previous section. The test data are collected using a real recording (1.5 m distance away from the microphone), filtering the clean speech with measured and estimated RIRs ( and ), respectively. When collecting real recording data , we used movable panels built with absorption material in order to realize different reverberant effects within the room. The acoustic characteristics is altered by reconfiguring the movable panels. Thus, training and testing conditions are not the same.
For multiband spectral subtraction, we use a total number of bands , which is consistent to that of the former work [8] - [10] . We previously found [8] , [9] that the improvement in recognition performance saturates at and further increasing the number of bands only increased optimization time without significant recognition performance improvement. Moreover, we preliminarily investigated ordering of the spectral bands in the incremental optimization method. The difference in recognition performance after all bands are optimized in different orders is not statistically significant.
B. Basic Recognition Performance
The basic recognition performance of the proposed method is shown in Tables II and III , where the measured and the estimated RIRs are used to convolve the database in synthesizing the reverberant training data, respectively. In addition to the real reverberant data , we also tested with a synthetically generated data derived by filtering the test utterances with the measured RIR , and also generated data by filtering the test utterances with the estimated RIR . In Tables II and III, (A) is the performance when the reverberant test data is not processed at all (no dereverberation) using a clean acoustic model. (B) is the result when both testing and training are unprocessed. (C) is the performance when using multistep LPC [11] . (D) is the result when using the conventional MMSE-based approach while (E) is when combining the MMSE-based approach together with the GMM-based scale factor selection of the proposed method during decoding. (F) and (H) are the results of the proposed batch and incremental methods, respectively. It is confirmed that the proposed method is more effective than the conventional MMSE-based dereverberation technique.
In (E), (G), and (I), we can see the performance is further improved when optimization is also applied in the decoding process. Thus, optimizing dereverberation in both the acoustic modeling phase and decoding phase results in a synergetic effect in improving recognition accuracy. The performance of the proposed method is consistent for both real recording and synthetic reverberant test data for all of the three categories -. We note that when evaluating the baselines in (A)-(E) the variation in recognition performance is larger among -.
This effect suggests that mismatch is evident especially with the estimation of RIR. However, this becomes not an issue in (F)-(I) when using the proposed ASR-based optimization as manifested by the insignificant variation of recognition performance in -. The embedded retraining and the optimization of the scale factors during actual decoding minimize this effect.
Comparing Tables II and III , the degradation by using the estimated RIR is much smaller with the proposed methods for actual recording data . Thus, the RIR estimation is effective for the proposed method.
C. Evaluation With Acoustic Model Adaptation
Model adaptation is used to address mismatch between training and testing conditions. Two popular adaptation schemes in ASR are the maximum a priori (MAP) [27] and the maximum-likelihood linear regression (MLLR) [28] , [29] . In MAP [27] , prior information on the training data is incorporated in the adaptation process. This is effective in dealing with sparse data. The MLLR adaptation approach [28] , [29] estimates linear transformations or groups of model parameters to maximize the likelihood of the adaptation data.
We applied these supervised adaptation schemes (MAP and MLLR) to the proposed method. In this case, we execute an iterative MAP and MLLR, and in each iteration we optimize the dereverberation parameters using the 50 adaptation utterances. In the conventional iterative MAP and MLLR, only the model parameters are updated in every iteration, and the observation (adaptation) data is kept constant [30] . When expanding the proposed approach to MAP and MLLR, we also update the adaptation data using the proposed parameter optimization based on the acoustic model likelihood. In our experiment, we iterated five times, and in every iteration the adaptation data is updated. We note that in the conventional adaptation approach, the model does not have any bearing as to how the adaptation data is dereverberated for the next model update. Fig. 5 demonstrates that the proposed method (incremental (training/decoding) is effective in conjunction with adaptation, especially with MLLR, and the advantage over the conventional method is maintained after the adaptation.
D. Robustness Against Mismatch
We have shown that the proposed method works well with both synthetic and real data as shown in Tables II and III . The automatic RIR generator is shown to be effective in estimating and used to replace the actual RIR measurement, which was a precondition of the conventional MMSE approach [8] - [10] .
It is important to check whether the proposed method is robust to mismatch of the reverberant environment during speech recognition. For this evaluation, we prepared synthetic reverberant test data with different of values, because it is difficult to obtain real reverberant data with a variety of , and our previous results show consistency in real and synthetic reverberant data. In Fig. 6 , two models are optimized for of 200 ms and 600 ms, respectively. The proposed method performs better than the conventional approach as manifested by smaller changes in the drop of recognition performance across all of the test data with different . When test data of different are given to the system, the multistep LPC shows more robust performance than the conventional MMSE approach in mismatched conditions. However, the proposed method outperforms both the conventional MMSE and the multistep LPC as manifested by smaller changes in the drop of recognition performance across all of the test data with different .
VII. CONCLUSION
We have presented an approach that performs dereverberation in relation with the likelihood of the back-end ASR system, covering both training and decoding phases. Dereverberation parameters are optimized based on the likelihood of HMM, and the dereverberation process is tightly integrated with acoustic model training. To further minimize the mismatch between training and actual testing conditions, we have implemented an additional optimization through fast selection of optimal dereverberation parameters used to process the actual reverberant data. The synergetic effect of the processes during training and decoding phases is confirmed, realizing an overall improvement of the recognition performance. The proposed method is effective in conjunction with the acoustic model adaptation. Moreover, we have shown that the proposed method is robust to mismatched reverberant environment conditions.
We have also shown that the use of RIR estimation works consistently well with the proposed approach in the adopted dereverberation scheme. In this paper, we described the scheme with the spectral subtraction-based method, but in theory, the proposed approach is applicable to other dereverberation techniques.
